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By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
News Editor 

United States Under Secretary for Political Affairs 
Wendy R. Sherman addressed the Wellesley community 
about her experiences as the head of the American 
negotiating team in the Iran nuclear deal, a July 14 
multilateral pact that limited Iran’s nuclear capabilities 
in exchange for lifting financial and international oil 
sanctions. The lecture was in the Science Center’s room 
277 on Nov. 16. She delivered the Fall 2015 Hyunja 
Laskin ‘88 and Jeffrey Kenner Lecture, one of two 
annual Kenner lectures hosted by the Madeleine Korbel 
Albright Institute for Global Affairs.

Sherman was the fourth-highest ranking employee of 
the U.S. Department of State and was hired as its Under 
Secretary for Political Affairs by former Secretary of 
State Hillary Rodham Clinton ’69 in September 2011. 
While she played a pivotal role in the 20-month crafting 
of the Iran nuclear deal from 2014 to 2015, Sherman 
travelled to more than 50 countries as an overseer of all 
the U.S. Department of State’s regional bureaus. She 
resigned in October 2015 after the final Iran nuclear 

agreement was signed, commenting to The Times of 
Israel, “It’s been two long years.” Sherman is currently 
an Institute of Politics resident fellow and senior fellow 
at Harvard Kennedy School’s Belfer Center for Science 
and International Affairs.

Early in her career, Sherman served as director of 
Maryland’s Office of Child Welfare and was President 
and Chief Executive Officer of Fannie Mae. In the 
1990s, she served the Clinton administration as Assistant 
Secretary of State for Legislative Affairs and in an 
ambassador role as a counselor to U.S. Secretary of State 
Madeleine Korbel Albright ’59. Sherman is currently 
Vice Chair of the Albright Stonebridge Group, a strategic 
advisory and commercial diplomacy firm founded and 
chaired by Albright. Sherman earned a bachelor’s degree 
in sociology and urban studies at Boston University and 
a master’s degree in social work from the University of 
Maryland. 

Melanie Chen ’16, an Albright Fellow this year, 
introduced Sherman. Sherman thanked Laskin and 
Kenner for their contributions; these capital market 
investors were in the audience. Sherman described 
Sherman’s service to Albright and noted that “Wellesley 

College Government allocates 
$11,000 to Ideafest 

By MARY MEISENZAHL ’19
Assistant News Editor

This week Senate voted to allocate $11,000 towards 
Ideafest, instead of a second ballot initiative. This 
year’s ballot initiative resulted in funding for RAs and 
HPs. Previously known as the College Government 
Hackathon, Ideafest is a unique opportunity for students 
and College Government (CG) Senators to collaborate 
on student-proposed initiatives to improve campus life at 
Wellesley. The event is planned for Wednesday, Dec. 2. 

 “It was a very big decision to make, and senate talked 
about this issue for at least ten minutes every senate 
meeting for a month,” Senator Debra Rowcroft ’19 said. 

She went on to mention that this is more than the usual 
time given to most issues in Senate, and discussions 
about Ideafest ran even longer. Senators were responsible 
for bringing in ideas and concerns expressed by their 
constituents in each residence hall’s House Council.

 “Ideafest will serve as a critical site for 
community innovation,” CG President Adeline Lee ’16 
said. The committee plans to have a similar set-up to last 
year’s event, in which students worked in small groups at 
round-tables to foster collaboration. 

“It served as an incredible forum, a way for people to 
come together and collaborate on ways to improve life at 
Wellesley, said  CG Secretary-Treasurer Jessica Shin ’18.
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Former Under Secretary of State for 
Political Affairs Wendy Sherman 

discusses negotiating Iran deal

New waitlist procedure established 
for certain departments

Students registered for Spring 2016 classes this 
past week, and the online process has slightly 
changed as the Registrar’s Office implements 
a pilot project to ease the waitlist process for 
students, professors and servers. Now, rather than 
emailing a professor to be put on a waitlist for 
specific courses, students can join an automated 
waitlist on the course browser. Students add 
themselves to this waitlist by logging on to the 
Course Browser website, clicking on their desired 
courses and selecting the star next to the green W 
icon in the upper right hand corner before following 
the dictated instructions. The automated waitlist 
applies only to the Art, Chemistry, Computer 
Science, Economics, French, Mathematics, and 
Women’s and Gender Studies departments only. 

Wellesley students receive 
slew of phishing emails

Wellesley College students have recently 
received several phishing emails from a 
false account claiming to be the Wellesley 
administration. The emails were sent to all the 
class groups over a span of several days but have 
ceased since. On Nov. 10, several emails were sent 
out that falsely warned students that their accounts 
would be closed and deleted. On Nov. 11 and 12, 
more emails were received saying “you’ve asked 
that your account be terminated” and providing 
instructions for subsequent steps. Library and 
Technology Services has been proactive, sending 
the class conferences follow-up emails reminding 
students not to click on these emails or give out 
information. According to white boards in Clapp 
Library, as many as 80 students have already had 
their accounts compromised. 

Science Center to stop using 
disposable water bottles

The Science Center will discontinue using 
disposable water bottles at Wellesley events. 
According to JoNan Bilodeau, the Science Center 
Office Manager, once the current supply of water 
bottles is gone, it will not be replenished. Instead, 
reusable water bottles were given to staffers and 
there are three refill stations located throughout the 
Science Center. The water stations were installed 
this past summer after Annie Roth Blumfield 
’17 received a grant from the Class of 1957 
Green Fund. This grant has previously provided 
funding for the bike share program, reusable water 
bottles at orientation and Dyson Airblades in four 
bathrooms in the Student Center. 

Mayor Bill de Blasio declares Nov. 14 
“New York Wellesley Club Day”

The New York Wellesley Club (NYWC) first 
met in 1890, and this year celebrated its 125th 
anniversary. The NWYC has 2,700 members, 
and to celebrate this milestone over 400 alumnae 
gathered at Kaufman Music Center. NYC first 
lady Chirlane McCray ’76 began the event by 
presenting a declaration from Mayor Bill de Blasio 
declaring Nov. 14 “New York Wellesley Club 
Day.” “Wellesley College is an important part of 
our nation’s history... It is no wonder so many 
Wellesley graduates have chosen to make lives in 
New York, an epicenter of progress, creativity and 
culture, and I am grateful for their contributions to 
every borough and sector,” the proclamation said. 

NEWS IN BRIEF
By MARY MEISENZAHL ’19

Assistant News Editor

ALICE LIANG ’16, MANAGING EDITOR

Students collaborate in groups during 2014 Ideafest.



By DANNI ONDRASKOVA ’18
News Editor 

In the midst of a heated national debate about which 
internships should be unpaid, college students are scouring 
spring and summer internships. Campus fairs, websites like 
Vault and Idealist, referrals and simple Google searches 
constitute a fraction of the ways students and companies find 
one another. Another source of employment opportunities 
is third party internships; intermediaries match students 
to organizations using their applications. Third party 
internships often have glossy websites advertising once-
in-a-lifetime international internship experiences that can 
be easily accessed. Sometimes students are scammed by 
these websites because their internship experiences are 
inferior to the ones promised by the organization. 

Students are turning to third-party internships because 
of their allure, which is enhanced by the dismal state of 
the current job market. College students are facing some 
of the most uncertain employment prospects in decades. 
More students are enrolling in and completing college, 
but often face unemployment or underemployment 
after graduation, a trend that was exacerbated by the 
2008 recession. According to the U.S. Department of 
Education, an estimated 17.3 million students are earning 
an undergraduate education in the United States this fall. 
The percentage of 18 to 24 year olds enrolled in U.S. 
colleges jumped from 35.5 to 39.9 percent from 2000 to 
2013. Although the Bureau of Labor Statistics’ 7.2 percent 
unemployment rate for recent graduates is an improvement 
from its 9 percent high in 2010, it exceeds 2000’s 3.5 
percent unemployment rate. A 2013 Center for College 
Affordability study found that 48 percent of 2010 U.S. 
college graduates are working in jobs that do not require 
an undergraduate degree. Future trends paint a similarly 
grim picture, the study noted. While there are a projected 
19 million college graduates from 2010 to 2020, less than 
seven million jobs will be created.  

When interviewed by The Wellesley News, the Center 
for Work and Service’s (CWS) Assistant Director of 
Internships Rocio Tisdell ’07 discussed her criteria 
for deciding whether a given third-party internship is 
legitimate and should be applied for. 

“You need to find out whether they are providing a 
worthwhile experience,” Tisdell explained, using her 
example of a call she had with a representative of Puentes 
Abroad. The program, whose website claims to provide 
students with an immersive experience in Argentina that 
teaches them Spanish and professional skills by matching 
them to local internships. 

Tisdell noted that while programs like Puentes Abroad 
seem to be legitimate because other colleges and 

universities have participated in them without complaint, 
she offered a caveat from the CWS about their high fees. 

“What really raises our eyebrows is this program fee,” 
Tisdell said, pointing to the $4,955 10-week homestay 
fee that students pay at Puentes Abroad. Many other third 
party internships have similarly high housing fees and 
few scholarships that may not justify the professional 
experiences they offer. Some third-party internships 
are “pay-to-play,” requiring a deposit along with the 
application that is may or may not be refunded depending 
on the organization. 

Students from a variety of socioeconomic groups are 
vulnerable to third-party internship scams.

“You have students coming from backgrounds whose 
families have resources to pay and everything is taken care 
of, but at the same time you have those who are vulnerable, 
who don’t have the resources to understand that there are 
internships or don’t see a lot of people getting internships,” 
Tisdell elaborated. 

Tisdell noted that many third-party internship websites 
are targeting students of all years at women’s colleges with 
themes of empowering women and helping others. Many 
of these organizations bolster their legitimacy through 
on-campus recruiting and positive word-of-mouth from 
people who have not necessarily completed the program. 
Some red markers of illegitimate third-party internships 

include scholarships that do not specify the number of 
recipients, organizations with similar-looking websites 
that appear to be associated with a parent company and 
experiences that focus on cultural immersion over building 
professional skills. Tisdell advises students looking for the 
final characteristic to consider studying abroad instead. 

Students who are scammed out of hundreds or 
thousands of dollars often have few options when seeking 
compensation because these organizations are not breaking 
any laws and appear to be legitimate.

Tisdell also suggests that students considering third-
party internships to ask others who have done internships 
there about their experiences.

“Getting in touch with a student who has done these 
programs before or someone who has worked with the 
company before who can offer some first hand perspective” 
is a good idea, Tisdell said.

The CWS is helping Wellesley College students by 
compiling a list of organizations whose internship 
offerings have been deemed illegitimate in the past. 

“One thing we’re working on right now is to have an 
ongoing resource list to identify if this organization has 
been a problem in the past,” Tisdell said, noting that the 
CWS connects students to trustworthy internships and can 
help them with their problems. Tisdell encourage students 
to communicate about their experiences to each other. 

Students interested in seeing whether their unpaid 
internships are in compliance with federal law can see the 
six criteria listed under the U.S. Department of Labor’s 
Fair Labor Standards Act.
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NATION & WORLD
By ELIZABETH RIZZONI ’18
Nation & World Columnist

Paris experiences multiple deadly attacks

   A myriad of deadly organized attacks hit Paris this past Friday evening. They were 
executed by three coordinated groups who worked in teams to hit several parts of 
the city around the same time. The first incidence was the detonation of two suicide 
bombs at the Stade de France, where roughly 80,000 people had gathered to watch a 
France versus Germany European football game. One bomb was set off just outside of 
the stadium’s main entrance, while the other was located at a nearby fast-food shop. 
President François Hollande, who was present at the game, had to be evacuated from 
the stadium. Minutes later, shootings at several restaurants killed around 20 people. 
The first occurred at Le Carillon and Le Petite Cambodge with another shooting 
immediately following these at the Casa Nostra restaurant. Only minutes after these 
assaults, the Belle Equip bar was likewise under fire, and a third suicide bomber hit 
the Boulevard Voltaire. The final and most deadly of the night’s attacks occurred at the 
Bataclan Concert Hall, where an American rock band named Eagles of Death Metal 
was performing. Three men armed with assault rifles stormed the theater, opening 
fire and taking hostages. Seven of the attackers that night are dead and one has been 
identified. The known attacker is Omar Ismaïl Mostefai. He was a French national 
with a history of petty crime, but the French authorities had suspected that he had been 
radicalized since 2010. Law enforcement suspects that others might have escaped. 
Meanwhile, Belgium has detained seven people suspected of involvement. As of 
Sunday, The Telegraph reports at least 132 deaths and 352 injuries, with 96 individuals 
in serious condition.

 
Beirut attacked in two suicide bombings

 
 This past Thursday, two suicide bombs were detonated in the Lebanese capital city 

of Beirut. They were placed in a crowded shopping area located in the Burj al-Barajneh 
suburb, where predominantly Hezbollah-supporting families live. Hezbollah, a Shi’a 
Islamist group and political party based in Lebanon, is currently fighting against ISIS 
in Syria. The events, which were the deadliest in Beirut since the conclusion of a civil 
war in 1990, left around 40 people dead and 200 wounded. Politicians and reporters 
with starkly different views have come forward encouraging unity within the country 
to cope with what is being called a massacre motivated by “blind terrorism.” Several 
countries have stepped forward to denounce the attacks. U.S. President Barack Obama 
came forward with a statement of support, announcing that this tragedy “would only 
serve to reinforce our commitment to support the institutions of the Lebanese state, 
including the security services, to ensure a stable, sovereign and secure Lebanon.” In 
the days following this attack, Hezbollah also insisted that it would not be deterred 
from its efforts against terrorism and is prepared for a “long war” if necessary.

 

ISIS is a main topic at U.S. Democratic Primary Debate

    The three presidential hopefuls, former U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton 
’69, Governor Martin O’Malley and Senator Bernie Sanders, faced an updated plan of 
discussion while meeting for the Democratic Debate. Hours after the attacks on Paris, 
CBS changed the script for questioning to focus more on the recent attacks, as well as 
ISIS, which claimed responsibility for them. After pausing for a moment of silence, 
the night went on, with the main point of discussion centering on ISIS itself and how 
it should be contained. Divides here were quickly illustrated. Clinton insisted that ISIS 
could not be contained and rather must be destroyed, but asserted that “it cannot be 
an American fight.” O’Malley disagreed, encouraging the U.S. to be the leader in this 
fight against “evil.” Bernie questioned Hillary due to her initial support of the Iraq War, 
claiming that it was the United States’ entrance to the country that gave birth to ISIS in 
the first place. Hillary posed that the instability of the region was not the responsibility 
of the United States and that rather the blame falls more on Syrian President Bashir al-
Assad and former Iraqi Prime Minister Nouri al-Malaki. When the candidates moved 
on from the discussion on terrorism, several other domestic topics were covered, 
including higher education, the minimum wage, the possibility of accepting Syrian 
migrants and refugees as well as some criticism of Republican frontrunner Donald 
Trump.

Civil rights protests occur on American college campuses

    On Monday, the college president of Mizzou, the nickname for the University of 
Missouri, resigned. He had been frowned upon before for his consistent disregard for 
the consideration of students of color, but the tipping point came when students of 
color garbed with t-shirts bearing the phrase “1839 Was Built On My B(l)ack,” were 
ignored by the driver of a car bringing the then college president Tim Wolfe through 
a parade celebrating the anniversary of the University of Missouri’s establishment. As 
the car pushed through the line of protesting students, some were apparently clipped by 
the car. What followed in the week sparked outrage and protests around the country. On 
Tuesday, a Mizzou student who we now know to be 19 year-old Hunter Park submitted 
several threatening statements to the African-American community via the anonymous 
posting app Yik Yak. He later told police threats were inspired by the actions of a 
shooter in Oregon who took lives only last month. Park’s actions spurred those of 
another student at Northwest Missouri State University. He also posted overly violent 
messages to Yik Yak. Both have since been arrested. Throughout the country, further 
threats against students and people of color have been made alongside the resulting 
protests against them. U.S. Presidential candidate Bernie Sanders tweeted “I’m 
listening to the #blackoncampus conversation. It’s time to address structural racism on 
college campuses.” These recent events have incurred the democratic runner’s pointed 
attention.

Center for Work and Service warns about 
third-party internships

Program fees listed for Puentes International.

COURTESY OF PUENTES INTERNATIONAL 



Projects will be based around themes of equity, 
sustainability, wellness, campus and interpersonal life, 
technology, multiculturalism, accessibility, music and 
arts and “choose your own adventure,” in which students 
will have free range to work on projects outside of these 
themes.  

Last year’s Ideafest in October was the first ever at 
Wellesley and resulted in some projects that have been 
successfully integrated into campus life. 

“A key difference here, that was not the case in our first 
year of Ideafest, will be magnitude,” Lee said. The 2014 
Ideafest budget was $2,000 in total, and a single idea was 
eligible for up to $750. The event has the potential to fund 
larger and more expensive ideas this year.

One of the successful ideas to emerge from Ideafest last 
year was the Peter Pan bus tracker. The concept evolved 
from a twitter hashtag, #TweeterPan, into a Facebook page 
that students update on the bus’s whereabouts, notifying 
others about potential delays or of when the bus is full.

“That idea actually came out of a Claflin house council 
meeting. We were all discussing the Peter Pan and the 
lack of communication...Through our discussion about the 
Peter Pan, eventually the idea of a Facebook Updates Page 
was created as a way to consolidate information about the 
bus’ whereabouts,” Shin said.

When asked to comment on how this year’s Ideafest 
will differ from the last, Lee stressed the greater potential 

impact that the second Ideafest has for current and future 
Wellesley students.

“I, my Cabinet and also College Government President’s 
Council (CGPC) are emphasizing this year’s need to think 
bigger and bolder about what students would like to see 
at Wellesley—not only for the rest of their time here at 
Wellesley but also for future generations of students 
coming to our campus,” Lee said.  

Community hoops is another popular idea that emerged 
at last year’s session. Allocated the maximum $750, this 
project provided free hoops to seniors for the annual hoop 
rolling competition, so they do not have to buy them from 
Cafe Hoop. Students can decorate and use them for the 
event, then return them so that seniors can use them the 
next year. This idea aimed to make the annual hoop rolling 
event equally attainable for all seniors, and former CG 
President Hana Glasser ’15 called this project her favorite 
to emerge from Ideafest.

At last year’s Ideafest, voting took place through 
pollanywhere.com. Students at the event texted to vote for 
their favorite project. 

Lee noted that some students may not be able to attend 
the event because of class or other commitments, but 
still want their voices heard. This year’s voting may 
be extended to two or three days and the committee is 
currently investigating ways to improve the voting process 
in order to make a more inclusive and democratic.

“I’d like for this year’s voting process to have that same 
spirit of live buy-in and observable results but to also find 

a way to make the voting process more democratic,” Lee 
said.

Lee noted that although CGPC members continually 
work on Ideafest projects,  information about their progress 
did not typically reach the community beyond Senate.

“One area of concern for students this year was that 
winning projects lacked visibility,” Lee said. With this 
information in mind, CGPC is considering creating 
committees that can communicate with both CG and the 
Wellesley student body.

Some students who were involved in Ideafest 2014 have 
expressed that the hour allocated to create solutions was 
not enough time, especially because they did not have 
access to knowledge about how Wellesley College works. 
As a solution, CGPC plans to invite administrators and 
faculty members to part of the brainstorming period this 
year to answer questions and offer insight into how they 
see the College. 

“I think there’s an opportunity here to tap into a deeper 
source of institutional memory and knowledge,” Lee said, 
noting that many of these people have been at the College 
for decades.

Students who want to be involved in Ideafest should 
come to Tishman Commons at 5:30 p.m. on Dec. 2 for 
the opportunity work on student-run projects and improve 
Wellesley. 
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Ideafest acts as forum for innovative projects

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

PRESIDENT’S CORNER
By ADELINE LEE ’16

College Government President
Hi all—

Everyone can now officially register for Ideafest! Sign-ups went live this past Monday 
at 9 p.m. You all should have received an email or Facebook update containing the 
event details. Wellesley’s second annual Ideafest is on Dec. 2 at 5:30 p.m. in Tishman 
Commons. The email also contains some notes for how to get involved, as well as a few 
words about what we in College Government Cabinet as well as College Government 
President’s Council (CGPC) hope for Ideafest to look like this year. 

It’s important to mention that folks don’t have to register in advance or be part of a 
pre-formed team to participate. In fact—especially in terms of teams—we hope everyone 
is inspired to come on their own! One of the primary goals of Ideafest is encouraging 
folks of all majors, interests and skillsets to come together in the spirit of innovation to 
spend an evening alongside folks they’d normally not come into contact with during their 
time at Wellesley. At the same time, we recognize that many might also work best when 
challenged as part of a team, and allowing folks to register with up to six people might 
also be a way to encourage folks to come to Ideafest armed with more fleshed-out ideas. 
All things considered, we hope this will be an opportunity in which folks will be able to 
strike a happy balance between those two working models to create something brilliant.

With this said, sign-ups will be more of a tool for my own committee to get a sense of 
how many people to expect—and, therefore, how much food we’ll need to order as well 
as roughly how many seats in advance to add or take away. As I’ve mentioned in Senate, 
reportedly 250 folks attended last year’s Ideafest kick-off, and this year we’re hoping for 
300-350. I have a lot of faith that we can get there.

As we inch closer and closer to the day, I’d like to take some time to explain procedural 
details about the event as well as offer some suggestions for how students can get the 
most out of this evening in which they are surrounded by other multi-talented Wellesley 
students fiercely invested in the community.

A few words of advice: 

Come to Ideafest with a radically open mind—both in terms of expectations for groups 
you’ll be seated with as well as what can be produced via such unexpected partnerships. 
Ideafest will be an evening of rigorous brainstorming and consulting with peers about 
what an ideal Wellesley can begin to look like, especially with regard to equity, wellness, 
sustainability, multiculturalism, social and interpersonal life, accessibility, music and arts, 
as well as technology. There will even be a few Choose Your Own Adventure tables—for 
those with radically open minds to generate proposals sans any sort of thematic guidelines.

Another important aspect to keep in mind is Ideafest’s spirit of self-sufficiency. One of 
College Government’s primary motivations for having an event like this is to encourage 

students to generate ideas and also to fund those ideas on a strictly student-run basis. This 
means coming up with creative proposals that can stand alone: ones that don’t rely on any 
sort of administrative or structural change in order for them to take form. This also means 
thinking more expansively about how to deliver those solutions—aside from, perhaps, 
our usual fare of panels or guest lecturers. I recognize that it might be difficult to do this 
without having a deeper sense of what would or would not require administrative backing, 
and so CGPC is working hard to bring administrators and faculty members into the mix 
for a portion of the evening. Our ideal scenario would be to allow students facetime 
with chairs of administrative committees and faculty members who can answer questions 
about how the College currently operates and what its rules are. This will hopefully be 
an opportunity for students to get a sense of how much their ideas can rely on student 
work rather than administrative work. If, for instance, our technology table wanted to 
create an app that gave students dining hall suggestions for every meal—with options to 
search by dietary restriction or protein preference—having a faculty member from the CS 
department or staff from AVI Fresh and Library and Technology Services might afford 
groups a better sense of what to include in their proposal before they pitch it to their peers.

If you have any ideas for solutions you’d like to see tables tackle and develop further, 
please take some time to fill out the Google form that can be found on our WC Ideafest 
2015 Facebook page. My committee and I will be putting together those ideas on sheets 
of paper and providing them at each Ideafest table to serve as starting grounds for 
participants. 

Aside from this, I encourage you all to attend Honor Code Council’s (HCC) first 
Community Discussion on Yik Yak tonight in Pendleton Atrium from 7:00-8:30 p.m. 
This event will be an in-depth exploration of how Wellesley’s Honor Code as well as 
our community at large are impacted by anonymous posts. Our HCC Chief Justice, 
Mayanka Kumar ’16 hopes that this will also serve as an introductory conversation into 
how Wellesley students can create a culture that allows everyone the privilege to voice 
their opinion but in such a way as to also prioritize respect and integrity. CG Cabinet and 
Senate will be attending this discussion, and we hope you will too. 

And finally, I’ll be having my office hours this Friday, beginning at 5 p.m. until 7 p.m. 
in the CG/Bursar’s Office on the second floor of the Lulu Chow Wang Campus Center. 
Feel free to drop in during this time to chat about anything CG-related or just to say hi. If 
you’d like to meet but have a previous commitment on Friday, you can always reach me 
via my positional email account, and we can look for another time. 

All my best,
Adeline 
cgpresident@wellesley.edu

Students discuss plans to track Peter Pan bus at 2014 Ideafest.



made Secretary Albright who she is” when describing 
the women’s years of collaboration.

Sherman took the helm, noting that “like Secretary 
Albright, I’m an optimist who worries.” She thanked 
Jeanne Murray, the founding and current Director of the 
Madeleine Korbel Albright Institute for Global Affairs, 
for first emailing her. Sherman noted that Albright had 
been urging her to come, eliciting a laugh from the packed 
audience. Sherman also thanked Laskin and Kenner for 
their “investment in human capital.”

Sherman broached a serious topic: the Russian airplane 
explosion in Egypt and the recent attacks in Paris, Beirut 
and Baghdad before discussing the refugee crisis in 
Europe and ongoing civil war in Syria. Sherman noted 
that military intervention in Syria is only one component 
of the solution and advocated “a negotiated peace” as a 
prerequisite to rebuilding it. She described the Nov. 15 
Vienna meeting as the culmination of “years of failure 
by the international community” and concluded that 
in Syria, “change must come, hopefully sooner rather 
than later.” She pointed to the summit’s significance by 
underscoring the fact that the participants were a “team 
of rivals gathering around the table” who sought common 
ground. By the meeting’s conclusion, 17 countries agreed 
on a Syrian transition plan of United Nations’ (U.N.) 
supervised elections within 18 months and invited Syrian 
rebel leaders to participate in the negotiation. 

Sherman segued into her account of her time as the head 
U.S. negotiator for the Iran nuclear deal. 

“Three months earlier, I’d sat in the same city [Vienna] 
and witnessed history,” she said.

Sherman then went back in time to 39 years before the 
agreement was signed.

“The story, of course, starts far from the negotiation 
table,” she noted, recounting how Iran’s nuclear program 
started in 1974 and was temporarily halted by the 1979 
Iranian revolution and Iran hostage crisis, which caused 
the United States to freeze the assets of some Iranian 
officials and remains a source of tension between the 
countries today.

In the 2000s, it became clear to the United States, Great 
Britain, France and eventually the rest of the world that 
Iran was pursuing a covert nuclear facility program and 
intended to create nuclear weapons. After Iran refused 
to suspend its uranium enrichment program, the U.N. 
imposed sanctions on the country in 2006. The United 
States has enacted multiple sanctions against Iran, most 
recently in 2013. Iran’s economy and oil exports fell, but 
as expected, the nuclear program continued. Sherman 
argued the sanctions brought Iran to the negotiation table. 

Oman served as the crucial link between Iran and the 
United States in its secret initial negotiations, which 
culminated in what would become the Joint Plan of 
Action. This plan was signed by the five permanent 
members of the U.N. Security Council and Germany 
in 2013. Even at that early stage, “everyone including 
Iran knew the goal was to lift Iran’s isolation from the 
international community.”

With many countries collaborating and elections 
occurring in the United States and Iran, the final 

agreement’s components were complex and took much 
effort to create.

“With so many players involved, it was like playing 
many games of multidimensional chess at once,” Sherman 
explained, adding that it was necessary to keep each 
country on the same page all the time. 

She asked the audience to ponder what criteria must be 
met for multilateral agreements to pass. Among the ten 
criteria she listed for why agreements like the Iran deal 
succeed include leaders’ consistent insistence that certain 
goals be met, the timing of the agreement, the intense 
concentration and stamina of the diplomats and the 
negotiators’ understanding of which trade offs could and 
couldn’t be made. As an illustration, Sherman described 
“the final 27 days of this marathon as long ones.” During 
that time, she only ate one meal outside of the hotel she 
was staying in. Secretary of State John Kerry spent two 
and a half weeks in Vienna this summer, more consecutive 
time in one place abroad than any of his predecessors. 

Although Sherman says the option of the U.S. taking 
military action in Iran would have been considered had 
the nuclear deal not been passed, she argues it would have 
no long-term impact on deterring the country in its goal to 
amass nuclear weapons.

“No military action can bomb away knowledge,” she 
said. 

Sherman also touched upon the direction of the Syrian 

civil war, stagnant efforts to move North and South Korea 
towards peace and the effort to curb North Korea’s nuclear 
weapons program before fielding audience questions. She 
answers queries on issues ranging from how to practice 
self-care in the U.S. State Department to the future of 
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s reign to how she 
functions so well in a high-stress environment. 

“On the tough days when I think I lose it, my husband 
tells me, ‘You are trying to make history,’” Sherman said. 

When asked by The Wellesley News about the role 
of women at the negotiation table and whether their 
representation in high-level diplomatic talks is likely to 
increase in the future, Sherman drew on her experience in 
the Iran negotiations and a trip to Pyongyang in the 1990s.

“Numerous literature has shown that women are better 
negotiators than men,” Sherman said to laughter before 
recounting the key role of several women in the Iran 
negotiations. 

“Our field class of underseretaries and negotiators 
has grown up since then,” said Sherman, referring how 
representation of women has increased since her historic 
trip to North Korea. She was the only woman at the 
delegation. As for women’s future representation in the 
diplomatic arena, Sherman expressed optimism and 
says “change is happening and will continue to happen.” 
Sherman noted that successful diplomacy requires 
“starting where people are, not where you want them to 
be.”

Sherman offered Wellesley College students practical 
career advice.

“You can have it all, but you can’t have it all at once,” 
she said, adding that Wellesley students should view older 
women as resources who can teach them. 

“Find a skill set, learn it, use it in whatever you do in 
your life. The other ingredient is to have passion and go 
for it. The third thing is to take risks, expect failure, learn 
from it and do it better the next time,” Sherman advised. 

Sherman also proffered much advice about life and its 
myriad problems.

“There’s no simple solution besides in life and death. 
Everything in between is really complicated,” she 
remarked. 

Catherine Woodhouse ’18 commended Sherman for 
her effective presentation on the complexities of the 
Iran nuclear deal and a wide range of topics related to 
diplomacy and the recent tragedies that occurred this past 
weekend.

“Sherman was an enlightening, forthcoming and bluntly 
honest speaker. She’s an inspiration to everyone looking 
to follow her footsteps in foreign diplomacy and an 
advocate of breaking the glass ceiling hanging over every 
woman’s head,” Woodhouse wrote, adding that Sherman 
embodies the archetype of Wendy Wellesley.

Amber Qin ’18 was similarly moved by the lecture and 
Sherman’s delivery. 

“She spoke on issues as big as national security threats 
and as little as what it means to be religious and to be 
female in the State Department. She bridged us as students 
of Wellesley to the problems of world at large,” Qin said. 

Simone Liano ’17, an Albright Fellow, enjoyed the 
lecture.

“The lecture was fantastic; it exceeded my expectations. 
Ambassador Sherman was quite an impressive individual, 
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Sherman is optimistic about representation of 
women in high-level diplomatic talks

Ambassador Wendy Sherman served under the Clinton 
and Obama administrations.

POLICE BLOTTER 
11/10/15 Illness 9:21 a.m. Science Center. The reporting person (RP), a Wellesley College (WC) staff 
member, reported that a student was not feeling well and may require medical attention. Officers responded 
to assist. Responding officers requested an ambulance. The student was transported to MetroWest Medical 
Center in Natick. Report filed. Case closed. 

11/11/15 Motor vehicle accident with property damage 5:06 p.m. Davis Parking Facility. The RP, an Olin 
student, entered the station to report that she accidentally hit a parked car while backing out of a parking 
space. An officer was dispatched to investigate. The officer documented the damage and facilitated the 
exchange of motorist information. Report filed. Case closed. 

11/12/15 Injury 9:03 a.m. The RP, a WC student, reported that a fellow student was injured and may 
require medical attention. Officers were dispatched. The injured student was transported to Health 
Services. Report filed. Case closed. 

11/12/15 Harassment 10:33 a.m. Miscellaneous locations. The RP, a WC student, requested to speak with 
a police officer. An officer was dispatched. Report filed. Case under investigation. 

11/12/15 Illness 3:58 p.m. Service Drive. Officers responded to Service Drive to assist with a child in 
need of medical attention. Wellesley Fire Department (WFD) and American Medical Response (AMR) 
medics were dispatched to the scene. The child and mother were transported via ambulance to the Newton-
Wellesley Hospital in Newton. Report filed. Case closed. 

11/13/15 Injury 1:49 p.m. Founders Hall. The RP, a WC visitor, reported that a man fell and may require 
medical attention. An officer was dispatched to assist. The injured male declined further medical attention. 
Report filed. Case closed. 

11/16/15 Injury 11:30 a.m. Lake Waban. The RP, a WC staff member, reported that a student tripped and 
may require medical attention. Officers responded to assist. Officers requested an ambulance. The student 
was transported by AMR to MetroWest Medical Center in Natick. Report filed. Case closed.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

SENATE REPORT

By SAM LANEVI ’18
Staff Writer 

Interim Dean of Students discusses RA/HP Compensation 
and diplomas

Interim Dean of Students Adele Wolfson presented the 
provisions of the Resident Assistant/House President (RA/HP) 
stipend for the upcoming academic year. The stipend will be 
distributed in four increments at the beginning and end of each 
semester. RAs in their first year of service will receive $2,100; 
RAs in their second or third year of service will receive $2,200; 
HPs will receive $2,300. At the moment, job descriptions are being 
reworked and will be released during the application process. 
In addition, Wellesley College will now be providing diplomas 
with names written in non-Roman letters. Dean Wolfson will 
be accepting requests from students for specific languages that 
should be used for the diplomas. Requests can be sent to Dean 
Wolfson at awolfson@wellesley.edu.

College Government Senators announce upcoming surveys

AVI Fresh will be providing surveys about their services on 
iPads during the second week of December for students to leave 
their feedback. Library Technology Services will also be releasing 
a survey to assess students’ needs and feedback regarding current 
services. The Babson-Olin-Wellesley (BOW) Representative, 
Katelyn Campbell ’17, will be accepting student feedback to take 
to the next BOW meeting about the BOW shuttle. Feedback can 
be sent to kcampbe2@wellesley.edu.

COURTESY OF U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE
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New student organization aims to stop the use 
of ‘reply all’

By GRACE BALLENGER ’17
Co-Features Editor 

Irked by students who hit “reply all” while responding to school-wide emails 
and augment the already excessive number of emails that the general population 
receives daily, a group of students has formed a new 
unconstituted org called Students Protecting Against 
Mass-emailing (S.P.A.M.) to punish the primary 
offenders. 

Cindy Cybersweeper ’17, current SP.A.M. president, 
prides herself on never having mis-sent a mass email.  

“I can tolerate organizations that send out emails 
to the school because they don’t know who their 
audience will be. But just barely,” Cybersweeper said. 
“Students who needlessly use ‘reply all’ to respond 
when only the organizer needs to know, or to send 
strings of emojis to friends are blatantly violating the 
purpose of school emails.” 

SPAM’s punishments for students who commit 
what they consider to be “infractions” vary based 
on the number of offenses. On the first offense, an 
automatic “e-cone of shame” will be affixed to the 
sender’s email signature for a month. After the second 
offense, students will have their doors papered over 
with anti-reply all slogans such as “Replying to just 
one is a lot more fun!” and “Life isn’t a ball when you 
hit ‘reply all.’”

“We feel that after the second occasion, real life 
shaming is required for the message to be truly 
effective,” Cybersweeper said, when explaining the 
group’s reasoning. 

The group is pushing for the third time offense 
punishment  to be the suspension of the offender’s 
email account, but has faced backlash from college 
officials, who argue that a college email account is a basic right of those in the 
Wellesley Community and a necessity to keep up with pertinent information. 

For students who accidentally commit “reply all” infractions the experience can 
be traumatizing. 

 First year Hannah Hotmail was reduced to a sobbing mess on the second week 
of school when she accidentally sent the entire school a response to an Office of 
Student Involvement (OSI) event email. 

“I was still struggling to adjust to so many aspects of life at Wellesley, and 
suddenly this humiliating logo appears on my email signature. To this day I am 
terrified of sending emails and enact a standard procedure of checking the sender 
10 times before sending.” Almost in tears, she added, “Those were the most-
regretted six words of my life.”

Older students are also not immune to SPAM’s 
policies, as Susan Sleepy ’16 discovered after she 
mistakenly replied all. 

“It’s pretty rough. You know, I was already up until 
3 a.m. finishing my thesis work, which made me make 
the email mistake. The next day was already not fun 
and the SMAIL thing didn’t help,” said Sleepy, almost 
falling asleep during the interview and  presumably 
misquoting the organization’s name due to her 
continued exhaustion. 

Fairly Forgetful ’18 is an English major who has 
the dubious honor of being the only one in the club’s 
one month history to have reached two infractions. 
Still, she did not seem too concerned about the 
consequences. She noted the similarity of the group’s 
punishments to a famous literary work.

“That’s some serious almost Scarlet Letter level 
stuff going on there. Still it is interesting to consider 
the implications of a modern day, technologically 
fueled Scarlet-Letter response…” Forgetful mused, 
as if the person who was being subjected to such a 
response was not, in fact, herself. 

For students who pride themselves on their 
cyber-reputations, S.P.A.M. is currently accepting 
applications for task-force members. Members of 
the org will be required to take a “Pledge to Never-
Reply-All,” to report all unnecessary reply all emails 
as soon as they appear and to give death glares to the 
offenders.

For Forgetful, the death stares, at least did not seem effective. 
“Oh, is that what they’re doing?” she asked, puzzled. “Some girl was giving me 

the stink-eye the other day at the salad bar. I thought I had gum on the bottom of 
my shoe or something.” 

Cybersweeper says that SPAM intends to apply to be a constituted org, despite 
complaints from victims that the group’s measures may be too draconian.  

THE ARTICHOKE

By NOOR PIRANI ’19
Assistant Features Editor

In his 2013 State of the Union address, President Obama spoke of the developments 
in 3D printing, a new medium of technology that uses computer-generated digital 
prototypes to form real objects. In the spring of 2014, Wellesley’s Knapp Media and 
Technology Center added new Maker tools, including 
3D printers, to their collection of equipment available 
for use by members of the college community. 

In order to encourage more students to utilize this 
technology, Knapp Media Center media interns and 
staff recently created Wellesley’s first 3D printing 
organization, Make Club. Founded by Anna Pfoertsch 
’18 and sponsored by Instructional Technologist Jordan 
Tynes, the organization seeks to promote a collaborative 
environment where students can explore new mediums 
of technology. 

Pfoertsch’s interest in innovation and her internship 
with the Knapp Media Center culminated in a fascination 
for 3D printing. 

“Being able to transform a cluster of pixels into a 
tangible object seems so science-fiction that when I first 
discovered 3D printing, I couldn’t believe my eyes,” she 
said. “Now with the rapid advances in 3D printing, it is 
vital to keep up to date with the newest technologies, 
encouraging me to establish an org, where students can 
experiment with these new developments.” 

Pfoertsch explained that she wanted to start a 3D 
printing club in order to encourage more students to 
learn how to use this technology. 

“Since I work in the Knapp Media Center and work 
with 3D printers on a daily basis, I saw how underused 
they were and really wanted to spread the word about 
what technologies are available to us,” said Pfoertsch. 
“Ultimately, I would like all Wellesley students to be 
aware of the resources available to them on campus, but 
also allow students to learn and experiment with a new 
technology, such as 3D printing.” 

According to Pfoertsch, the main goals of Make Club 
are to expose students to the possibilities of 3D printing. 

“In a collaborative environment, students will learn all about 3D printing — from 
how the printer is made and the programs used to make a 3D printable model to 
the final step of creating a tangible product,” she said. “Community members at all 
levels of familiarity and of different backgrounds are welcome to join. All that is 
needed is an interest and passion to learn.” 

Madeleine Barowsky ’18, a member of Make Club, elaborated on how she became 
interested in 3D printing. 

“During orientation I saw the 3D printers in Knapp making the keychains and 
wanted to learn more. I think it’s so fun to watch the printers create things layer 
by layer, and I enjoy all the possibilities of printing with novel materials. One day 
we’ll have 3D-printed food and organs!” she said. 

Although the organization is titled “Make Club,” Pfoertsch hopes to expand 
the projects and allow students to explore any new technology in which they are 
interested. The organization meets on a biweekly basis, therefore allowing students 

to individually experiment or work on their projects 
between meetings. During their meetings, members 
discuss current and upcoming project ideas and 
collaborate to troubleshoot technical issues. Members 
also present the projects they have created and reflect 
on the challenges or strategies they encountered in 
creating such objects in order to improve future 3D 
projects. 

Because the organization is an extension of the 
Knapp Media and Technology Center, members use 
the 3D printers provided by Clapp Library. Students 
are allowed to print 3D objects that are less than five 
grams for free, but anything greater than that must 
be paid for. The larger the object being printed, the 
longer it also takes for the entire procedure to go to 
completion.  

According to Jennifer Chien ’19, another member 
of Make Club, one of the challenges of 3D printing is 
the detailed thought process that printing such objects 
requires. She explained this concept by providing an 
example of how to 3D print a bowl. 

“The machine basically prints in layers from bottom 
to top — like cutting layers of paper and stacking 
them on top of each other. So if I was to try and make 
a bowl, then it would take much longer because the 
machine would have to build scaffolds and supports 
because it can’t build a layer on top of nothing,” she 
said. “However, if I were to build the exact same bowl 
upside down, then it would be easier because you are 
building a layer on top of the next.”

Regarding the future of 3D printing, Pfoertsch is 
confident that this new innovation is an important 
advancement in the future of technology. 

“Right now, 3D printing is clumsy, results can be clunky and the printers are 
expensive. Even so, I do believe that 3D printing is an important advancement, as it 
is bringing the spirit of creation and innovation back into the average household,” 
she said. “Its accessibility in being easy to learn allows students of all ages to 
experiment with 3D printing, while the great range of products you can create, from 
makeup to robots, appeal to a wide variety of social groups.” 

3D printing club encourages creation 
and innovation

MEGAN STORMBERG ’18, PHOTOGRAPHY EDITOR

Student holds recently printed 3D sculpture.

COURTESY OF WIKIMEDIA COMMONS
Press this icon for school-wide embarrassment.
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ALUMNAE
SPOTLIGHT

By NATHALIE BOLDUC ’19
Staff Columnist

During her senior year at Wellesley, Seema Arora 
’00 and seven of her friends spent an entire day by the 
lake. They hung out, someone brought music and it was 
a fun and relaxed time. Arora still has pictures from 
this day, which was “just a really warm memory that 
encapsulates my experience [at Wellesley],” Arora said.

Arora grew up in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with a 

younger brother and two supportive parents. Her 
counselor suggested she apply to Wellesley.  She 
applied on a whim and didn’t visit the school until after 
being accepted. Visiting Wellesley with her parents 
helped her make her decision. 

“Everyone we talked to seemed to have a really good 
experience, and that was really powerful,” Arora said.

After graduating with a degree in psychology, Arora 
was not sure what to do next. The Center for Work 
and Service suggested she try 
consulting, so she worked in 
management consulting for L.E.K. 
Consulting, a global management 
consulting firm, for two years.

“It was a really good two years 
for me; I learned a lot of skills I 
rely upon today,” Arora said, and 
named engaging with clients and 
general professionalism as two of 
the most important skills.

After consulting for two 
years, Arora felt that the private 
sector was not for her.  The 
Harvard Kennedy School had the 
elements which she was looking 
in a graduate school, including 
a diverse class and the teaching 
of practical skills. Arora earned a 
master’s in public administration/
international development. While 
at Harvard, Arora did an internship 
with the United Nations Development Programme and 
worked in South Africa with their Community Capacity 
Enhancement Project. She helped to address the AIDS 
epidemic at the local level and worked directly with the 
people most impacted by the it. 

“It had a powerful impact on me, to meet people who 
were directly, personally impacted by this disease,” 
Arora said.

In 2005, Arora started working for the Clinton Health 
Access Initiative (C.H.A.I.). She began working for 
the drug access team to help foreign governments get 
more people treated for AIDS. Then, she turned to the 
issue of childhood severe acute malnutrition for a short 
period of time.

“It was a really incredible experience working across 
a number of different governments,” Arora said.

Today, Arora works mostly from her home in New 
York. She is on the development team for C.H.A.I. and 
works mainly on proposals and other donor related 
projects. Arora begins her work at around 8 a.m., 
answering emails that come in overnight from global 
offices. Later in the afternoon, she goes to a coffee shop 
to write proposals, donor reports and other documents.

“Knowing that the hard work 
and effort put into all that we do 
will ultimately make an impact 
directly on people’s lives around 
the world is a great motivator for 
me,” Arora said.

In addition to her work for 
C.H.A.I., Arora is an advisor for 
Vatavaran, a nonprofit grassroots 
organization founded by Arora’s 
aunt, who has always been 
passionate about the environment. 
The organization works to increase 
recycling efforts, and Arora’s job 
involves higher level strategic 
aspects, such as determining how 
best to approach an issue from a 
publicity standpoint. 

“It’s really, really interesting for 
me,” Arora said. “It’s been a really 
great experience.”

In the little free time that Arora 
has, she cooks and is constantly trying to get her Indian 
food to turn out as well as her mother’s. She keeps in 
contact with her friends from Wellesley mostly through 
social media, and they try to meet up at least once a 
month.

Although her work now is not close to what she 
planned to do coming into Wellesley, she finds that 
being open to where the path takes her has been very 
important in her life.

“At this point, I’m really enjoying the work at 
C.H.A.I., and I don’t have any immediate plans to 
change that,” Arora said. “I’m happy where I am.”

Alumna finds fulfillment in non-profit work
working with the Clinton Health Access Intitiative

COURTESY OF SEEMA ARORA ’00

By SOOBEAN JO ’19
Contributing Writer

On Nov. 12, aspiring astronaut Kristi Kuutti 
participated in the Potato Challenge by posting a selfie 
of herself holding a potato with the caption, “Dreaming 
about what food I will eat after #PotatoChallenge like 
astronauts do.” Kuutti was one of the many participants 
who participated in a social media campaign, the Potato 
Challenge, started to raise awareness about the work 
and to raise funds to support the three main programs 
of the organization.

The challenge benefited The Mars Generation, a non-
profit organization, which was launched by current 
Wellesley student Abigail Harrison ’19 on a mission to 
get, as Robert Pearlman writes in his article “Launching 
the ‘Mars Generation’: Teen on Mission to Get People 
to Mars,” “people of all ages excited and educated 
about what it means to be a member of the generation 
that will land humans on Mars.”  Joined by astronauts, 
space program workers, social media experts and 
others, Harrison is devoted to raising awareness and 
recognizing the importance of space exploration.

Harrison, who is also identified as ‘Astronaut Abby’ 
on social media, spearheaded the challenge. According 
to Harrison, The Mars Generation will eventually run 
three main programs: the Space Ambassador program 
for high school and college students, the Future of 
Space outreach program and a Space Camp scholarship 
program for underprivileged students. The group used 
the Minnesota Give to the Max  day as a starting 
point to develop their own Give to Mars Day and the 
#PotatoChallenge was a key part of raising money for 
these programs.

Harrison explained that the campaign  was inspired by the book and movie The 
Martian, in which the main character is left abandoned on Mars and forced to use 
his botanical skills to grow potatoes until he can be rescued. 

“In the Martian, the main character, fictional Mars astronaut Mark Watney, is 

stranded on Mars and subsists by growing and eating 
potatoes,” Harrison explained.  

Harrison believes this project ingeniously combines  
pop culture and social media to raise awareness and 
fund science, technology, engineering and mathematics 
(STEM) education. 

“The really cool thing about the Potato Challenge 
is that it combines pop culture and social media with 
important STEM work. It’s a fun, silly and new method 
to raise awareness and funds for STEM education,” 
Harrison said. 

Her Potato Challenge reeled in an impressive amount 
of support from all social media outlets, including 
Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and Google Plus. 
According to TheMarsGeneration.org, the hashtag was 
mentioned in over 4,000 tweets and was able to raise 
more than $7,000 from over 150 donors.

On the same day, Harrison hosted a Twitter 
conversation under the hashtag #MarsChat, 
demystifying some of the unknowns about Mars. 
She fielded questions from students and adults about 
the challenges of going to Mars, bringing humans to 
Mars in the Orion spacecraft and even making Mars a 
habitable planet in the future.

According to Harrison, the Potato Challenge shouldn’t 
just be limited to those interested in space, but to a 
greater audience, even to the students at Wellesley. She 
stated that this campaign is an important one for those 
who believe in the importance of education, especially 
in STEM. “As students at one of the finest liberal arts 
colleges in the world, we understand the importance of 
education, and especially of a broad education. This is 
exactly the mission of The Mars Generation: to educate 

and excite the public about the often overlooked STEM fields,” Harrison said. 
The Mars Generation is still taking donations and encourages everyone to share 

their mission by donating on their website. They plan on hosting another Give 
to Mars Day, hoping to inspire and inform more people about the importance of 
STEM and space exploration to Mars. 

Astronaut Abby spearheads Potato Challenge 
to promote space exploration

AUDREY STEVENS ’17, STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER
Abby Harrison ’19, founder of the Mars Generation 
organization.

“Knowing that the 
hard work and effort 
put into all that we 
do will ultimately 
make an impact 

directly on people’s 
lives around the 
world is a great 

motivator for me.”
-Arora
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THE WELLESLEY NEWS STAFF EDITORIAL

The Wellesley News team dedicates 
this editorial support of the victims of last 
week’s attacks in Baghdad, Beirut and 
Paris and acknowledges the tragedies and 
demonstrations surrounding these events. 
Simultaneously, we stress our support of 
refugees in the European migrant crisis 
and the positive role that religion plays 
in the international community and in 
our own student community. As a media 
source in a Western institution, we are 
aware and concerned about the bias with 
which the Western media has approached 
the aftermath of these events. 

The attacks in Paris have attracted large 
amounts media attention while countless 
of previous attacks of similar or worse 
magnitude around the world did not attract 
the same amount of media coverage, 
political action or passionate responses 
on social media. We offer our support as a 
fundamental act of empathy; however, we 
recognize the importance of tangible and 
intangible action.

With the harrowing events that transpired 
last week came outpourings of support 
on various social media platforms, most 
notably on Facebook. French users were 
given the option to mark themselves as 
“safe” in order to quickly update friends 
and family of their status. Yet, people 
located in areas such as Beirut or Baghdad 
were not afforded the same courtesy.

 As a result, numerous statuses asserted 
that Facebook, like many media sites, 
was prioritizing one tragedy over another. 
Additionally, users were universally 
allowed the option of placing a filter of 
the French flag over their profile picture 
in a show of solidarity with the nation, 
angering many who argued that similar 
options should have been given for 
Lebanon, Iraq and Kenya. 

Supporting far-away communities in 
pain is an act of empathy and one that we 
should practice, but as a highly-educated 
community we have the responsibility to 
approach this tragedy from an informed 
perspective. We spend large amounts 
of our time learning — we cannot claim 
ignorance about tragedies other than the 
Paris attacks. 

By subscribing to a variety of news 
sources and reading less US-centric media 
outlets such as BBC or Al-Jazeera, we will 

better educate ourselves and those around 
us regarding world events. Although social 
media outlets do offer large amounts of 
information mainly about the attacks in 
Paris, there has also been a lot of resistance 
to the media’s bias and an effort to bring 
attention to the attacks in Baghdad and 
Beirut. We need to actively speak against 
the notion that we value Western lives 
more than non-Western lives, and we need 
to resist the notion that we are ‘used to’ 

violence in places like Beirut and Lebanon 
and are therefore not as shocked by the 
tragedies in these cities.

At the same time, we must be mindful of 
personal healing and allow others to cope 
in their own ways. Pain is not quantifiable, 
and it is important to remember that 
mourning is not a competition. Changing 
our Facebook pictures or Tweeting about 
recent events serves as a show of support 
but is not solidarity. 

While not everyone feels knowledgeable 
enough about an issue to choose an article 
to share or craft a status about the situation, 
it is imperative that we all educate 
ourselves and our communities. Currently, 
this absence of education is perpetuating 
Islamophobia, even in the Wellesley 

community, and wrongfully opposes the 
immigration of Syrian refugees. Though 
Muslims are not responsible for these 
acts of terrorism, they are speaking out 
against the blatant and gross misuse of 
their religion. Yet, internalized hatred has 
resulted in the burnings and defecation of 
many mosques. It has led to hate crimes 
and terroristic threats; the Facebook page 
of the Islamic Society of Boston Culture 
Center recently received a post advocating 
for the burning of the mosque.

 In light of this tragedy, it is the 
responsibility of each and every one one of 
us to pay attention to those voices or seek 
them out if you bear prejudice. Moreover, 
since 9/11, 750,000 refugees resettled in 
the US; not one of them has been arrested 
for domestic terrorism. Further, it takes 
18-24 months to vet a refugee, and even 
more for Syrian refugees. The calls to stop 
immigration of people who are fleeing 
from terror and asking for freedom is both 
sensationalist and ignorant. We cannot 
let international values of freedom and 
tolerance be compromised by an act of 
terror; we cannot let the terrorists, who 
seek to cause mistrust and alienation 
among minorities, to win. 

Indeed, we cannot encroach on anyone’s 
grieving but we do ask that Wellesley 
do more than change the filter on their 
Facebook profile. We ask that you do what 
is necessary to take care of yourself, and 
if you can, be active in this time of crisis. 
You can start today.

 Attend the vigil for global solidarity 
hosted by Slater International and the 
Office of Religious and Spiritual Life in 
the Multifaith Gathering Space at 12:30 
PM. Show solidarity for people of color 
and join the Ethos’s Taxi Cab 1969: 
Demonstration Opposing Administrative 
Complacency toward Black Issues at 1:15 
PM at the Campus Center. Above all, 
know that everyone deals will tragedy in 
their individual way, but that we are all 
connected, stand together in solidarity 
and always must seek knowledge and 
understanding . 

The Wellesley News stands in 
solidarity with victims of tragedy

“Pain is not 
quantifiable, and 
it is important to 
remember that 

mourning is not 
a competition. 
Changing our 

Facebook pictures 
or Tweeting about 

recent events serves 
as a show of support 
but is not solidarity.”

Dear Editors, 
 Wellesley College has a long history of connection to 

the US military. During WWII, the Wellesley women generously 
shared their campus space with navy boys, hosting a Naval 
Reserve Officer Training program (NROTC). Wellesley’s 
president Mildred H. McAfee (1936-1949) was the Navy’s first 
female line officer and director of WAVES (Women Accepted 
for Volunteer Emergency Service) during WWII. Wellesley has 
educated female veterans and future female officers through 
MIT ROTC for years. And most poignantly, most Wellesley 
students have familiar or friendly connections to veterans and 
active duty service men and women. And yet, the Wellesley 
College administration has consistently demonstrated apathy 
and disregard for Veterans Day.

For Veterans Day 2015, Wellesley failed to organize any 
memorial service or gathering in honor of American veterans. 
Also, unlike many other schools in the area like its partner school 
MIT, Wellesley did not cancel classes. Having classes and no on-
campus service makes attending even an off-campus memorial 
service (like those hosted at MIT, Harvard, and Tufts) nearly 
impossible for any committed student. Schedule conflicts are 
likely, and a commute to and from Boston takes two hours. 
Perhaps most dismal though was the College’s apparent denial 
of the day’s existence, let alone significance — there were no 
displays of American flags, no emails of acknowledgement 
from administrators, and the College’s prominent ‘Daily Shot’ 
that dominates its webpage featured nothing about American 
veterans (nor did it in 2014). Veterans Day and Diwali, which 
fell on the same day this year, are of great importance to 
various Wellesley students and alumna; both should have been 
acknowledged, yet only Diwali was. Despite the fact that these 
gestures are low cost and nearly effortless, the administration 
chose not to make the respectful decision and recognize 

Veterans Day.
Was Veterans Day 2015 an anomaly, though? Alas, recent 

administrative actions say no. In fact, this apathy towards 
Veterans Day represents a larger attitude within the Wellesley 
College administration that overlooks the American identity, an 
identity often characterized by patriotism and reverence to the 
armed forces. The administration consistently hosts no events 
for 9/11 remembrance, Memorial Day, or Veterans Day, and 
gives little to no support to Wellesley graduates and other 
Americans currently serving. Wellesley grad (now retired) CPT 
Courtney Wilson (2008) was featured on the cover of the New 
York Times Health in March 2015, but Wellesley gave no ‘high-
fives’ or ‘thumbs-up’ to its decorated graduate. Also this year 
three women passed Ranger School for the first time in history, 
certainly a feat for all women in the workforce. Wellesley gave 
no cheers. 

I am suspicious that this attitude (or lack thereof) towards the 
American identity emerges from a conflation between support 
of American soldiers and American policy.  Remnant of how 
college administrations condemned the military during the 
war in Vietnam, ‘American patriotism’ has once again become 
a dirty phrase. In their condemnation of American policies 
like the PATRIOT act and the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, 
administrations also steer clear of all things and people military. 
However this conflation is false, and it leads to the ignoring of 
historical fact; students at Wellesley have always and continue 
to be affected by war, and many of them identify as patriotic 
Americans. Whether for display of patriotism, reverence to the 
fallen, or support of those still serving, Wellesley College has a 
duty to do more for the troops.  

Sincerely, 
Caroline Bechtel ’17

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
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By KELE ALFRED-IGBOKWE ‘19
Staff Writer

This October, Wellesley’s Counterpoint magazine sent 
out a poll to the Wellesley student body, asking whether 
they had ever worn a culturally appropriative Halloween 
costume. Answers ranged from those who’d worn such 
costumes unknowingly as small children to those who 
questioned what counted as cultural appropriation. There 
were even those who were irate defenders of cultural 
appropriation, feeling entitled to dress up in other people’s 
culturally significant attire,  as though such cultures were 
costumes. Cultural appropriation is, no doubt, a confusing 
concept to many. However, that does not mean that college 
students have a right to “explore themselves” through 
wearing cultural clothing as a costume. It is disrespectful, 
offensive and a way of inflicting violence onto marginalized 
people. Not only does it mock people’s cultures, it erases 
a history of oppression that the dominant culture (white 
people) inflicted upon people of color.

Yale’s Committee on Intercultural Affairs understood 
just that when they sent out an email on Oct. 28 to Yale’s 
student body, advising students to be racially sensitive when 
picking out their costumes. It was a simple enough email, 
suggesting that students be respectful of their classmates. It 
asserted “Halloween is also unfortunately a time when the 
normal thoughtfulness and sensitivity of most Yale students 
can sometimes be forgotten and some poor decisions can 
be made including wearing feathered headdresses, turbans, 
wearing ‘war paint’ or modifying skin tone or wearing 
blackface or redface. These same issues and examples 
of cultural appropriation and/or misrepresentation are 
increasingly surfacing with representations of Asians and 
Latinos.”

A lecturer in early childhood education at Yale and 
assistant house master, Erika Christakis, decided, ill-
advisedly, to take that opportunity to intellectualize racism 
with another email to the student body urging them to allow 
themselves to make mistakes as young people in a learning 
environment. After all, what is college for, she argues, if 
not a safe space? Instead of lambasting the offensiveness of 
culturally appropriative costumes, she minimized the issue, 
and instead, decided to focus on what she considered to be 
“censorship of expression”, saying: “I wonder, and I am not 
trying to be provocative: Is there no room anymore for a 
child or young person to be a little bit obnoxious… a little bit 
inappropriate or provocative or, yes, offensive? American 

universities were once a safe space not only for maturation 
but also for a certain regressive, or even transgressive, 
experience; increasingly, it seems, they have become places 
of censure and prohibition. [My husband] Nicholas says, ‘If 
you don’t like a costume someone is wearing, look away, or 
tell them you are offended.’ Talk to each other. Free speech 
and the ability to tolerate offence are the hallmarks of a free 
and open society.”

It is no small wonder why there were huge protests by 
infuriated Yale students in the following days, and even, 
weeks.

First of all, Mrs. Christakis took a reasonable suggestion 
and twisted it into something it was not: a ban on free 
speech. The committee was not prohibiting students from 
wearing whatever costume they wanted but was simply 
caring for the needs of students who wouldn’t want to see 
their cultures treated with a lack of respect.

It is highly presumptuous for a white person, such as Mrs. 
Christakis, who is a member of the dominant culture, to 
effectively disregard the feelings of minorities who have 
the burden of seeing a whole gamut of offensive costumes 
every Halloween, to basically say that their safety and 
wellbeing does not matter, as long as their white peers had 
a chance to “mature”. Cultural appropriation refers to a 
particular power dynamic in which members of a dominant 
culture take elements from a culture of people who have 
been systematically oppressed by that dominant group. This 
is apparent when, for example, white people wear Native 

American headdresses. More so, she essentially gave white 
students a free pass to be offensive, while suggesting that the 
offended “look away”. Are black students supposed to look 
away when white people don blackface, which was used in 
minstrel shows to portray black people as subhuman? Once 
again, white people in this country were giving a chance to 
be “young” and “regressive”, at the expense of people of 
color.

Indeed, Mrs. Christakis’ plea on the behalf of offensive 
costumes is characteristic of America’s one sided view 
of respect and tolerance. White people are allowed to be 
“provocative” and don blackface, which was historically 
meant to dehumanize black people, while black people 
are supposed to be tolerant and respect their freedom of 
expression. Black people are not extended the same courtesy 
of tolerance and sensitivity. Likewise, Native Americans 
are supposed to be understanding of the importance of 
young white people’s “room to be a little bit obnoxious” 
by debasing Native American culture through wearing head 
dresses as a fashion statement and “look the other way”. 

“Let kids be kids” is the outcry when anyone dares to 
take away young white people’s entitlement to be offensive. 
After all, college is supposed to be a safe space. Yet, young 
people of color are given the short end of the stick. Higher 
institutions of learning prioritize white feelings over people 
of color’s pain. As always, white students get to be young 
and stupid at the cost of students of color’s wellbeing.

Institutions cannot priortize White feelings

PHOTO COURTESY OF COSMOPOLITAN 

By YU RONG LIM ’18 
Contributing Writer

With increased social media and more expedited modes 
of communication, the face of journalism has changed 
from television hosts to a purported public population. In 
the past, journalists were people who wrote for newspapers, 
magazines or prepared news for broadcasting companies. 
Journalism as defined by the Merriam-Webster Dictionary 
is either edited news presentation through the media, public 
press or an academic study of news presentation through 
media. The term could also be used to describe writing 
designed for publication in a newspaper or magazine; 
writing characterized by a direct presentation of facts or 
description of events without an attempt at interpretation, 
writing designed to appeal to current popular taste or 
public interest. With technology allowing us to broadcast 
information to a wide audience, printed newspapers, 
magazines and television no longer appeal to us, and we 
turn to other sources to abstract information.

In this day and age, particularly among millennials, 
we are able to find out about the news from social media 
sites like Facebook and Twitter or online versions of well-
established newspapers. Regardless of the outlet, the rise of 
technology in our society has allowed for voices of regular 
people to be heard by millions of people within seconds. 
Consequently, this ability for the layperson to inform the 
greater public with a tweet or Facebook post has carved the 
way for anyone to become a journalist. Editing and news 
information no longer require a long tedious process, and 
we can appeal to a wide audience as technology has allowed 
information and popular culture to spread at speeds much 
faster than the press.

Recently, the umbrella revolution, sparked by a change in 

the city’s electoral system by the ruling communist party of 
China had occurred in Hong Kong. I remember immediately 
finding out about the event through Facebook when friends 
posted statuses and shared information on my Facebook 
“Newsfeed” regarding the events. Although halfway across 
the world, I was informed about the ongoing protests within 
seconds in Hong Kong, and shared photos of police armed 
with tear gas, and citizens blocking the roads of the fast pace 
finance districts and centers. Some friends were in support 
of the protesters, even among them, while others were not. 
On Facebook, I saw reactions from friends at Wellesley, my 
high school, and residing in other countries. As a second 
hand observer, I was more intimately involved in events of 
the protest than I would have been had I found about the 
revolution from a news reporter broadcast on TV or from a 
New York Times publication. I had seen a direct presentation 
of facts, and my friends were the reporters.

As the world becomes more globalized, our networks and 
community expand. Some may say this information we 
receive through peers on social media platforms are more 
reliable, while others argue it is less reliable. 

Even though the press could be viewed as more reliable 
than social media platforms, biased views could take place 
regardless of the official title of established companies. The 
Fox News controversies are an example of all the errors that 
could occur with news companies. The online encyclopedia 
people use to discover and double check facts. Although we 
know that anyone can post on Wikipedia, many people from 
students, homemakers and even many in the workforce, rely 
on it heavily as a source of information. 

  Moreover, even newspaper companies such as 
The New York Times and The Chronicle have created 
online pages and accounts on social media platforms such 
as Facebook and Twitter for people to follow, and that is 
mixed into a feed of posts and publications from friends and 
family. As you scroll through what is called a “newsfeed,” 
information from a variety of different sources combined 
becomes the way in which you hear about news. In lieu of 
printing, Buzzfeed, Elite Daily, Huffington Post and other 
younger newspaper companies also gather most of their 
reader base online as an adaption to the popularization of 
technology to abstract news information. 

Many of these companies are now accepting articles from 
writers who are not professional journalists. Consequently, 
companies are broadening the definition of the word 
journalist, in that anyone with knowledge and information 
can publish, as long as they have access. Formal education 
for journalism could enhance prior knowledge and solidify 
a background in the subject, but it is no longer necessary 
to be a reporter. In relation to the question of whether 
technology has allowed us to all become journalists, Dalila 
Stanfield ’18 feels, “Journalism is more than just posting 

information. It’s about research, interviews and interpersonal 
communication. If bloggers communicate with one another 
that can count as journalism, but there must be some sort of 
research or credibility to it. That’s why blogs exist, because 
people want to have a voice.”

  How is a post by Diane Sawyer different from a 
post by a college student? As a NBC journalist, Sawyer’s 
tweets are more motivated on gaining viewers and 
followers, so her account may involve more eye-catching 
information and events for a broad audience. The tweets of 
a college student, on the other hand, may be more about 
straightforward occurrences in her daily life and a voice 
for her daily struggles. Journalism professor at Salisbury 
University Jennifer Brannock Cox argues that when we 
post on social media, we become a journalist whether we 
intend to or not. She says these platforms are, “primary 
news-disseminating tools about which all reporters must be 
savvy.” However, Cox also asserts that information online 
is not as reliable because, “when anyone can post anything 
any time without restraint, the perpetuation of false and 
subjective information is inevitable.” Although journalism 
disregards false and subjective information, there is still 
much true information that people gather from social media, 
allowing journalism to be open to the public. Still, some 
believe that journalism is not a title that was broadened with 
the use of technology. When asked whether anyone could 
become a journalist with the use of social media allowing 
reporting to occur anywhere, Surisadai Aquit’ 18 said, “No, 
not everyone can be a journalist because it is a profession 
and you need to study to become one, it is a career and 
occupational title.” However, her boyfriend, Chang Wook 
Joo, a second year student from South Korea at Berklee 
College of Music, shares a similar opinion to Professor 
Cox. He explains, “Yes, everyone could be considered a 
journalist, but it’s up to the reader to believe the information 
or not since it may not be accurate.” 

  Newspapers, magazines and television were 
important forms of communication in the past. But with the 
rise of technology in our society, everything must adapt. 
Journalism is no longer something that must be studied 
in order to be pursued. Anyone can become a journalist, 
because anyone has the tools to broadcast news information 
to the public. The public is also heavily relying on social 
media platforms as a means of learning news information. 
As Cox stated, with the inevitable perpetuation of false 
information, the reader now has more power in deciphering 
between the accuracy of information. Nonetheless, biases 
can prevail in any situation, and it is important to now adapt 
to the fact since our modes of communication have changed 
along with the position of journalism in our society. Even 
with recent events, we see social media as a key mechanism 
to change the media’s conversation.

Everyone is a journalist: the truth of social media

PHOTO COURTESY OF LINKEDIN 
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World-Renowned author, Salman Rushdie, trumps 
freedoms of expression with inspiring speech

By JANE VAUGHAN ’18
Copy Editor

In an event organized by The Susan and Donald 
Newhouse Center for the Humanities, Sir Salman 
Rushdie visited Wellesley on Thursday, Nov. 12. He 
spoke about his newest book, controversies over his 
novels, freedom of expression and his writing process.

Salman Rushdie, born in Mumbai, India, has authored 
12 novels that are world-renowned for his skill in 
combining magical realism with historical fiction.

He is also a very controversial writer. His fourth novel, 
“The Satanic Verses”, caused a strong reaction among 
the Muslim community for its supposedly irreverent 
depiction of Muhammad. Rushdie received multiple death 
threats and was forced to live under police protection 
for years. The Supreme Leader of Iran even offered a 
bounty for his assassination. Rushdie was reportedly on 
Al-Qaeda’s hit list as recently as 2010. Even at the event 
held at Wellesley College,  guards rigorously checked 
bags before letting audience members enter.

Despite this, the Diana Walsh Alumnae Auditorium 
was packed, filled with Wellesley students and Wellesley 
town residents who all came to hear the famous author 
speak. The energy in the room made me very excited to 
be there. Although I was only partway through my first 
Rushdie novel, I couldn’t wait to hear what he had to say. 

“I wanted to hear how Rushdie approached writing, 
especially after how much controversy his book caused. 
I’ve always been interested in writing, too, and I love 
hearing writers talk about their work,” Anna Gaskill ‘19 
said.

Rushdie began by reading two passages from his 
newest book “Two Years Eight Months and Twenty-Eight 
Nights.” He explained that this novel subtly explores the 
concepts of relationships, love and loss.

“One of the things I found myself writing about was 

this idea that, you know, all of us from childhood have 
probably lost somebody that we loved. And that needs 
answers. And maybe what we do is we go through life 
trying to fill that hole, trying to find something that 
actually fits that particular missing piece of the jigsaw. 
And the more closely it does, the more we’re able to 
love, and love is a marvelous way of replacing what was 
lost,” he said about the novel.

Much of the event was structured as an interview 
between Rushdie and Anjali Prabhu, the Director of the 
Newhouse Center. When asked about the controversy 
surrounding his writing, Rushdie replied that people who 
don’t like his books were free to read other books, since 
he believes that everyone has the right to use sacred texts 
however they wish.

 “My idea is, you know, you have the sacred stories, but 
they all belong to all of us. We can use them as we choose, 
we can use them reverentially or satirically or whatever 
the hell we want to do with them... If you’re going to 
have novels, you have to accept that they will play with 
the history of story, whether it’s sacred or profane. That’s 
what I was doing, and some people thought I shouldn’t. 
But guess what? It’s still around,” he said.

Despite the flak that his books have gotten, Rushdie 
said that he doesn’t really think about his readers or 
the possible responses to his novels when he writes. 
He believes that the purpose of writing is not to offer 
solutions to the world’s problems, but to encourage 
readers to look at the world in a different way.

“The business of writing is to try to tell the truth, just 
to try to tell as much truth as possible. But I don’t have 
solutions. Any two-bit politician has solutions. It’s not 
really the business of art to offer solutions. But it may 
be much more to find interesting ways of stating the 
problem, to try and say ‘How about we look at it this 
way?’... And I think that’s what art can do,” he said.

But Rushdie was clear that he doesn’t take his freedom 

of expression for granted. He urged the audience to 
appreciate this freedom since it is such a rare liberty to 
have.

“To be a writer, you have to believe that you are free 
to act. If you believe that it is dangerous or whatever, 
then you don’t feel free to act. So freedom of expression 
is preceded by the sense of that feeling… Most of the 
world doesn’t have it... But we live in the lucky corner of 
the world... If we happen to be the people with the good 
fortune to have this thing, then let’s not denigrate it… We 
have something very precious in our hands that we have 
to preserve,” he said.

Despite discussing some serious topics, Rushdie 
inspired his listeners with beautiful prose, while still 
managing to keep the tone light with occasional jokes.

 “I went to the lecture not knowing what to expect, but 
I left absolutely inspired! He had this wonderful way of 
making everything sound so simple and eloquent. He 
was funny and charismatic, and he had these great one-
liners that really made you think. I think everyone in that 
audience left wanting to be writers!” says Shivani Dayal 
’18 said. “The lecture reminded me about the power 
of the written word. This man had a country order an 
assassination attack against him because of words he had 
written.”

If attending students had no inclination to read 
Rushdie’s works before this event, that has certainly 
changed after hearing him speak.

“I haven’t read any of Rushdie’s works yet, but after 
hearing some of the passages from his latest book, I 
definitely know what I’ll be reading over winter break!” 
Molly Hoyer ‘18 said.

Bringing such an uplifting speaker to campus was a 
great decision for Wellesley to make. It shows that we 
believe in freedom of speech and that we support the 
power of art and literature to create change in the world.

Donald Trump underwhelms audience on SNL

Salman Rushdie visited Wellesley College on Nov. 12. PHOTO COURTESY OF WELLESLEY.EDU

By KELE ALFRED-IGBOKWE ’19
Staff Writer

Presidential candidates have to find some way to appeal to the public. They need 
to look approachable and in touch — a person of the people. They wish to appear as 
someone who can laugh at themselves, and be in tune with pop culture. Many go on 
popular television programs to achieve just that. Whether or not that actually benefits 
their campaigns or the programme, is debatable. Hillary Clinton tried to appeal to the 
American people by going on the Ellen show and doing the “whip” and the “nae-nae”. 
Just when you thought the desperation couldn’t get any worse, Donald Trump hosted 
Saturday Night Live.

Trump’s hosting of the show was fraught with controversy from the moment it was 
announced. Fans of SNL threatened to boycott the show and were very vocal about their 
distaste for Donald Trump. They bemoaned their show being hosted by a person they 
considered racist and sexist, and were disgruntled by the fact that SNL was endorsing 
such bigotry. Petitions against SNL were at an all-time high in the days leading up to 
Trump’s appearance on the show.

Trump’s actual hosting of the show left much to be desired. The New York Times’ 
James Poniewozik called it “joyless and unfunny”. Donald Trump failed to actually 

make jokes at his own expense, which made for a very flat show. SNL played it safe 
where watchers would actually like to have seen Trump’s egregious behavior being 
parodied.

While being humorless, the show was considered by many to support Donald 
Trump’s racism and misogyny, even giving him a platform to freely display his bigotry. 
Laurence Lewis of the Daily Kos wrote, “By allowing Trump to be its host, SNL 
producers made explicit that Trump’s behavior and rhetoric are all okay. . . It attempted 
to trivialize accusations of racism.” He certainly has a point. SNL allowing Trump to 
host the show gave the impression that Donald Trump’s behavior was okay, and not to 
be taken seriously.

If Donald Trump thought that an SNL appearance would improve his image to the 
public, he was sorely mistaken. Saturday Night Live lost a lot of respect from their fan 
base, social justice advocates, and pop culture enthusiasts. Sure, the episode averaged 
9.3 million viewers, and Donald Trump gave SNL their highest ratings in years, with 
a household rating of 6.6, but at what cost? Watchers were disappointed in a show that 
avoided being “too risque” and left Donald Trump looking like he couldn’t take a joke 
at his own expense. It did nothing to improve his relatability, and what SNL gained in 
ratings, they lost in basic human decency.
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By MICHELLE LEE ’17
Arts Editor

Topping the price of any Modigliani sold in the past, 
the artist’s iconic “Nu Couché” was sold to Chinese 
billionaire Liu Yiqian at Christie’s evening sale held 
in Manhattan earlier this week. The Modigliani 
portrait was undeniably the auction’s star piece, but 
the painting stunned when Liu placed his bid via 
telephone at the astounding price of $170 million, 
$70 million more than the set price announced by 
Christie’s in early September. The theme of Nov. 
9’s evening sale was “The Artist’s Muse,” featuring 
works by Picasso, de Kooning and Lichtenstein to 
name a few of the prominent featured artists. The 
beginning of the night was wonderfully successful, 
with Liu’s offer surpassing the former record-holding 
price of a Modigliani by $100 million. A Lichtenstein 
portrait sold for $95 million, also setting the auction 
record for the American pop artist. The rest of the 
evening, however, failed to sustain the trend. Several 
works that were estimated over $10 million were 
left unsold, including a de Kooning and a Picasso 
portrait. The outcome of the sale was just another 
testament to the unpredictability of the art market, 
but luckily for Christie’s Modigliani, resulted in a 
huge win.

The news of the sale instantly made international 
headlines and Liu gained a precious addition to his 
art collection, yet not everyone was left satisfied with 
the results of the night. Filippo Nogarin, the mayor of 
Livorno, Italy, characterized Liu’s acquisition of the 
Modigliani as a loss for not only the city of Livorno, 
but for the country itself. He expressed his disapproval 
of the painting being sold to a private person instead 
of a large museum where such masterpieces could be 
widely appreciated. Given that Modigliani himself 
was born in the port city of Livorno, the mayor claims 
that the people had a “visceral love” for the artist, as 
well as a tinge of “guilt” because he left so young. 
Nogarin believes that the work should have stayed 
in Livorno, where the painting could have become 
a popular local attraction and a treasured experience 
of viewing the art in its artist’s birthplace. In his 

comments, the mayor also alluded to Italian Prime 
Minister Matteo Renzi’s recent purchase of an Airbus 
340, scornfully stating that he would’ve “preferred 
one more Modigliani and one less aeroplane.” 

Though Nogarin disapproves of removing “Nu 
Couché” from Italy, Liu Yiqian is ecstatic to bring 
the work to China. The former cab driver turned 
businessman isn’t someone new to the art world: last 
year, he stirred headlines when he not only purchased 
the infamous “Chicken Cup” for $36 million using an 
American Express card, but when he casually sipped 
tea from it as a celebratory gesture. The porcelain 
cup is a 500-year-old Ming dynasty treasure, and one 
of ony 19 that still exist. Since then, Liu has been 
slowly acquiring mostly ancient Chinese works for 
his private collection and newly established museums 
in Shanghai. He hopes that “Nu Couché” will push 
the museum into “a new era” where Chinese art 
enthusiasts may appreciate a Western masterpiece 
“without having to leave the country.”  

Liu and Nogarin’s points both have their merits, 
but the mayor seems to have a stronger argument. 
The art market is increasingly business-driven, and 
auction houses give away these precious works 
of art literally to the highest bidder. For cities or 
countries such as Italy, whose leaders are more 
inclined to invest in an airplane rather than the pièce 
de résistance of Modigliani’s paintings, this results 
in a loss. Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be 
a clear way to resolve this issue of which works 
should qualify as integral to a culture’s heritage and 
what can be allowed as a private good. Prior to “Nu 
Couché’s” sale, the portrait had been hidden from 
the world in a private collection for 30 years. Given 
this context, Nogarin seems right in expressing his 
disdain that such a universally appreciated work 
as “Nu Couché” travels from private collection to 
private collection without the chance of being fully 
exposed to the audience it deserves. It’s not obvious 
how we might solve this issue for the Picassos, Van 
Goghs, or Modiglianis in the world, but for now, we 
only hope that the $170 million Modigliani will find 
proper appreciation in its new, unfamiliar home.

Record-breaking Modigliani 
Sale to Chinese Businessman 

Raises Controversy

The iconic Modigliani portrait hangs for buyers to see. PHOTO COURTESY OF  THE GUARDIAN.COM

Review: Master of None

By HAVANNAH TRAN ’19
Staff Writer

The plot of Aziz Ansari’s Netflix original is anything far 
from original: a thirty year old man tries to figure out his 
life. Although the premise of “Master of None” seems like 
your standard twenty-first century yuppie story, “Master 
of None” distinguishes itself the rest with its avant garde 
storytelling and diverse cast. Written in conjunction with 
Alan Yang, former writer for the critically acclaimed sitcom, 
Parks & Recreation, “Master of None” documents the daily 
happenings of Dev, an Indian-American actor in New York 
City.

Within the first ten minutes, “Master of None” defines 
itself as a timely and laugh out loud hilarious comedy. After 
breaking a condom, Dev makes an awkward trip to buy Plan 
B with his one night stand, Rachel, played by former SNL 
cast member Noël Wells. Dev’s awkward antics (ie. buying 
two bottles of Martinelli’s apple juice along with Plan B pills 
and having difficulty closing a taxi door) make the character 
simultaneously outrageous, but relatable.

In general, the direction of “Master of None” is not 
anything special. Jump cuts, slow pans from the foreground 
to the subjects,  and rapid close ups create a what can only be 
described as “dirty Wes Anderson”-esque style that reflects 
the oddness of Dev’s life. However, the lack of uniqueness in 
direction does not immediately render the cinematic choices 
ineffective or banal; the show in itself has a subtle stunning 
aesthetic quality. The approach to lighting and composition 
reflects that of reality, with sometimes unappealing yellow 
undertones in restaurants, and the soft shadows provided by 
night lamps; in not trying to be grander than it is, “Master of 
None” is oddly gorgeous.

However, Ansari’s acting choices for himself and his cast 
can be questionable in some instances. In a conversation 
during the episode “Parents,” Dev and Brian, played by 
Kelvin Yu, holds an air of inauthenticity; Dev’s unnatural 
exclamations are reminiscent of the last role he reprised as 
the eccentric and money-driven Tom Haverford on Parks and 
Recreation and pretty inappropriate for “Master of None’s” 
semi-realistic style of film and script.

While Dev’s character differs little from other popular 
comedy characters, like Jake Peralta on Brooklyn Nine Nine, 
played by Andy Sandberg, the actor’s race plays an integral 
role in promoting diversity within Hollywood. Actors of 
South Asian descent are rarely shown as romantic interests, 
let alone alongside white woman who are pursuing them as 
sexual partners. Additionally, Ansari’s character, who does 
not do an accent, is in an artistic profession, and has incredibly 
supportive parents effectively going against the stereotype of 
tiger parents within the Asian American community. 

Besides his own presence on the show, Ansari has featured 
a diversified cast, in regard not only to race, but also to 
sexuality. In Dev’s friend group: there is Denise, a queer black 
woman played by Lena Waithe, who has the magic ability to 
have her sexual partners climax more times than they have in 
the last six months, Arnold, your typical white middle aged 
guy played by Eric Wareheim, and Brian, one of Dev’s closes 
friends and a first generation child of Taiwanese immigrants. 
Like his own character, Ansari doesn’t allow the identities of 
these characters to become their entire being, contrary to the 
trend put forth by other TV shows. 

The bottom line is this: “Master of None” is hilarious. But 
more than being the next sitcom on your “To Watch” list, 
Ansari’s Netflix series is an important show that answers 
the question that white-washed Hollywood ponders with a 
resounding yes: “Can we feature non-white actors without 
being racist?”

PHOTO COURTESY OF FANBOLT.COM

The Krieg Cycle
Until Dec. 13
Levine Gallery

Jazz Midday Muse: “Illuminations”
Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 12:30 p.m.

Jewett Auditorium

Blue Jazz Strings and Combos
Friday, Nov. 20 at 7:30 p.m.

Jewett Auditorium

Boston En Masse
Nov. 18 - Nov. 20

The Middle East Upstairs, Boston

WHAT’S HAPPENING

Weimar Film Series: Madchen in Uniform
Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 6:30 p.m.

Collins Cafe, Collins Cinema

Lecture with Kate Oh Trabulsi
Saturday, Nov. 21 at 2 p.m.

Tishman Commons
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By SHARVARI JOHARI ’17
Co-Editor-in-Chief

As an emigrant of a cricket playing 
country, trapped in heathenous America, I 
am often asked “Cricket? urgh, that’s like 
baseball right?”. I am here clear up this 
idea and to officially bring the gentlemanly 
sport of cricket to the potential audiences 
at Wellesley College. It pains me that 
American audiences labour under the 
misapprehension that this game is arcane 
and difficult to understand. Like any great 
and popular sport, you don’t have to be born 
into it to be a fan. Cricket is easy to follow 
and thrilling. There is a reason why millions 
upon millions of people eagerly follow 
cricket, even when games can be up to 7 
days long: cricket is the ultimate spectator 
sport. 

Cricket is a team sport where the team 
that scores the most runs and gets the other 
team out, wins. I admit I see the familiarity 
to baseball. If comparisons to the most 
American sport of all is what it takes, 
then I am happy to start there. There are 
two forms of the game- test and pyjama. 
Test cricket takes place over 5 days. An 
excellent comparison is to your favorite 
HBO drama: there are running drama, 
climaxes, intrigues and counter intrigues. 
Over 5 days the suspense runs high and 
builds and builds. Test cricket is the original 
form of cricket. However, cricket fans also 
love the explosions of say an action movie. 
For fans of the more spirited “Wham! Bam! 
Thank you Ma’am!” type of play, there is 
pyjama or one-day cricket. For those who 
prefer analyzing strategy and team dynamics, 
test cricket would be preferable. For baseball 
fans who prefer seeing home run after home run, one-day 
cricket will provide the thrills you desire. 

Cricket is played on an oval of green grass surrounded 
by a white picket fence. In the center of the oval is a strip 
of lighter grass called a “pitch”. At both ends of the pitch 
are three wooden stakes, impaled in the ground called 
stumps. Balanced between the stumps are two smaller 
piece of wood called bails. In front of these stumps is a 
white painted line called the crease. Two teams of twelve 
play, taking turns fielding and batting. In test, teams have 
two innings, while in pyjama, they each have one. 

Runs are scored by hitting a ball with a bat and running 
up and down the pitch. In baseball, the player runs from 
base to base while in cricket a batsman runs from an end 
of the pitch to the other. Even though only one batsman 
hits the balls at any one time, both batsman have to run 
to their opposite crease. This dynamic actually leads to a 
certain amount of thrill and strategy in cricket much like in 
baseball when fielders will try to get someone running to 

home plate out before the batter reaches first base.If a ball 
is hit to the ends of the boundary, it is counted as four runs. 
If a ball is hit beyond the boundary it is counted as six. 
In these occasions the batsman don’t have to run in order 
to conserve their energy- almost a reward for hitting the 
ball so strongly. Getting fifty runs is considered great but 
hitting one hundred runs or a century is even better. The 
most runs ever scored was Brian Lara with 400 completed 
runs and the highest batting average ever is 99.94 from 
Australian Donald Bradman. The equivalent in baseball 
would be a batting average of 0.9994, which is unheard of 
in major league baseball.

The fielder’s job is to get the batsman out and prevent 
them from scoring runs. This is achieved by standing in 
positions where the team captain thinks they are most 
likely to get a catch or prevent runs.  Only one of the 
fielders, the wicket keeper, wears gloves to help catch the 
ball,unlike in baseball where all of the players in the field 
wear gloves. The wicket keeper stands behind the wicket. 

When a batsman gets out, he 
or she leaves the field and the 
next batsman comes up to bat. 
The batting order usually runs 
from best batsman to worst. 
There are specialty bowlers,like 
pitchers, specialty batsman and 
the rare all-rounder. Regardless 
of ability, everyone on the team 
must bat. 

Test cricket play typically 
starts at 11AM and continues 
until 6PM, with several breaks. 
It continues for five days, or 
less if there is a result sooner. 
Like any other games there can 
be wins, loses or draws which 
are incredibly rare they’ve 
only happened twice in test 
cricket history. The score is 
demonstrated thus: the number 
of wickers followed by a 
forward slash followed by the 
runs scored. A score of 3/75 
means that 75 runs were scored 
and three wickets have fallen, 
meaning three batsman are out. 

There is an incredible 
amount of strategy in cricket 
regarding the environment. 
Because the game is so long, 
the environment changes the 
conditions of the pitch and the 
ball. Once the game starts, no 
changes can be made to the 
field. 

The pitch might deteriorate 
and the grass might go but the 

players must keep playing. This 
leads to an interesting dynamic 

in type of fielding, bowlers and the order of batsman. The 
cricket ball is cork covered in leather, which means it gets 
scratched up when hitting the ground and the wood of the 
bat and wickets. This also changed the speed, curve and 
bounce of the ball when it is bowled. This means different 
speciality bowlers bowl depending on the timeline of the 
game. Any miscalculation in any of these factors could 
lead to a disaster for a team. 

Cricket is traditionally a male dominated sport. The 
international women’s league only played 71 matches in 
2015 as opposed to hundreds of matches played by men. 
Wellesley College itself does not have a cricket team but 
Harvard has a club men’s cricket team founded in 2012 
and plays against other club teams in the Ivy League 
including MIT’s club, founded in 2008. 

For those interested, games are often streamed on 
ESPN’s cricket website cricinfo.com. 

Cricket brings the thrills for spectators
Your Beginner’s Guide to Cricket

5
Place that Blue Cross Country got at the New England 
NCAA Regional meet to receive an at-large bid to the 

NCAA National Championship meet at Lake Breeze Golf 
Course in Winneconne, Wisconsin on Saturday at 11 a.m.

32
Number of points scored by basketball forward Chelsi 
Scott ‘16 over two games this past weekend at the 

Skidmore Invitational at Skidmore College in New York

6-1
Final result of Blue Fencing’s competition 

at the Vassar Invitational this past weekend 
held at Vassar in Poughkeepsie, NY

3
Round of the NCAA Tournament that Wellesley 

Field Hockey lasted to until they faced regional 
rival, Bowdoin College when they lost 0-3

7
Matches of complete sweeps of Mount Holyoke by 

Wellesley Squash on Saturday. Blue Squash did not lose 
a single set in matches 2-8 against Mount Holyoke

5
Number of swimming and diving records broken 

by Wellesley Swimming and Diving at Simmons on 
Saturday during their dual meet against Simmons

BY THE NUMBERS

PHOTO COURTESY OF WELLESLEY SQUASH
The Wellesley Squash team poeses for a photo
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By LAURA BRINDLEY ’16
Sports & Wellness Editor

Although sports fans usually associate the thrill of 
winter sports with basketball and hockey, squash offers 
the same excitement. Wellesley’s squash team is the 
school’s only sport where they play opponents from large, 
historically Division I colleges and universities such as 
Boston College, Stanford and Harvard. But, Wellesley 
Squash also has a strong history in competition among 
Division 3 rivals such as Mount Holyoke, MIT and Tufts.

Last year, Blue Squash had a winning record of 13-
11 and lost in the College Squash Association (CSA) 
championships to Amherst, St. Lawrence and University 
of Virginia. Blue Squash also has most of last year’s team 
returning to improve their record this year, having only 
graduated one senior this past spring. This year, Blue 
Squash is already catching national attention from the 
CSA and college squash fans. The CSA ranked Wellesley 
23rd in the nation, just behind Wesleyan University and 
St. Lawrence. Harvard took the top spot in the polls 
having lost only one match last year.

This season, Blue Squash has won two home matches 
8-1 against Boston College and Seven Sisters rival Mount 
Holyoke, making them undefeated so far. During the past 
two seasons, Blue Squash has had strong showings at 
home matches, which are played at Dana Hall School, 
just over a mile from campus. Last season, the Blue were 
undefeated at home and hope to continue that streak this 
year.

This Saturday’s Mount Holyoke match highlighted 

sophomore Sarah Zhang’s opening match against Mount 
Holyoke’s Brandy Williamson. Zhang won three sets in 
a row after having lost the first set. This match showed 
how a small falter at the start could give a player enough 
motivation to come back and sweep the rest of the match, 
as Zhang demonstrated on Saturday. Zhang’s victory set 
the standard for the rest of the match, as matches 2-8 
were dominated by Wellesley Squash. The Blue did not 
lose a single set in the middle seven matches, making 
their goal for a third consecutive Seven Sisters title seem 
very achievable. Navisha Gupta ‘17 describes Saturday’s 
meet against Mount Holyoke as “the best victory we 
have had against Mount Holyoke with a score of 8-1. 
Everyone played their hearts out and we hope to repeat 
this when we see Mount Holyoke again later this season.” 
Meera Nayer ‘17 also described Saturday’s victory as “a 
full team effort. we were determined to win using what 
we were working hard on in practice every day and it 
showed in the match.”

Based on their successes in the matches against Boston 
College and Mount Holyoke, two players to watch 
closely this season are sophomores Sarah Zhang and 
Phyllis Lin. The two top-ranked sophomores on the team 
swept their opponents from Boston College and nearly 
swept their opponents from Mount Holyoke. This Friday, 
Blue Squash will face Stanford University at Harvard at 
5 p.m. Stanford is ranked ninth in the country, so a Blue 
upset would give Wellesley Squash more recognition on 
a national scale. Blue Squash has never faced Stanford 
before, and they will appreciate all the support they can 
get from Blue Nation. 

Why not watch squash?

PHOTO COURTESY OF WELLESLEY SQUASH

By EMILY BADER ’18
Assistant News Editor

Looking for some workout self-
care but don’t know where to start? 
Follow this simple chart, courtesy 
of Coach Rebecca Kimball, 
Director of Sports Performance 
and Fitness.

The workout is called “Name 
Your Workout:” write out the 
letters of your name and follow the 
corresponding exercies, repeating 
as needed. Of course, if you get 
tired of doing the same thing over 
and over again, you can spell out 
new words.

Try three days a week of “Name 
Your Workout,” with a day of 
cardio in between each. For each 
day of cardio, do 45 minutes 
of either spinning, elliptical, or  
treadmill. By the end of the week, 
you should have done all three.

Make sure to stretch before 
and after exercising. For some 
stretching tips, ask your favorite 
varsity athlete how to “roll it out.”

Happy exercising!

Workout of the week

UPCOMING MATCHES

Wednesday, Nov. 18
Basketball vs. Simmons

7 p.m.

Friday, Nov. 20
Squash vs. Stanford @ Harvard

5 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 21
Basketball v. Trinity (CT) at Curry Invitational 

@Curry College
1 p.m.

Cross Country at NCAA DIII National 
Championship at Lake Breeze Golf Course in 

Winneconne, WI
11 a.m.

Fencing at Northeast Fencing Conference Meet 
#1 @ Brown University, Providence, RI

9 a.m.

Squash v. Colby @ MIT
3 p.m.

Swimming v. Trinity (CT), Clark and Hamilton 
at Trinity College in Hartford, CT

1 p.m.

Squash v. Hamilton at Harvard
2 p.m.

Saturday, Nov. 28
Basketball @ MIT

1 p.m.

The Wellesley Squash team poeses for a photo
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